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If you are taking the state TOEFL examination or just interested in what it entails, this book of
questions will help you. 100 TOEFL questions (and answers) are included here. This book
covers the sentence structure portion.



100 TOEFL Sentence StructureQuestions & AnswersBy Paul Johnson Minute Help Press©
2011. All Rights Reserved.Disclaimer This exam is based on the TOEFL exam, but it is not
officially indorsed by Educational Testing Service. These questions are not the actual questions
—they are only meant to prepare you. It is always best practice to consult the testing center
before making final preparations.Elizabeth Stanton organized the first __________ rights
convention in Seneca Fall, New York. A. womenB. women’sC. womanD. woman’s Answer: B –
The correct answer is women’s. The plural possessive noun women’s refers to rights that belong
to women. The other options are not correct.Saffron, a spice used as a seasoning and a coloring
agent, is more expensive __________ in the market. A. than any spiceB. than any other spiceC.
than spicesD. than any spices Answer: B – The answer is than any other spice. Any of the with a
plural noun compares saffron to other spices. The price of saffron and that of any other spice is
being compared. Other is included because, although saffron is being compared to each spice
one by one, it cannot be more expensive than itself. The other options are not correct.The
planning of infrastructure and capital improvements __________ in the Planning Commission
and ends with the Board of Supervisors. A. beginB. which beginsC. beginsD. are
beginning Answer: C – The correct answer is begins. Planning is a singular object, so a singular
verb is required to complete a correct sentence. Option A is not considered because the verb
begin agrees with a plural object. Option D is not correct because are is plural. Option B leaves
the subject the planning without a verb.You __________ the garden tomorrow morning. It’s
going to rain tonight. A. needn’t waterB. needn’t have wateredC. needed to waterD. didn’t need to 
water Answer: A – The correct answer is needn’t water. The phrase needn’t need or don’t need
to gives permission to someone not to do something in the immediate future. The other options
are not correct.Before electrical __________ widely used, city and country dwellers depended
on candles as a source of artificial light in dark environments. A. lighting becomesB. became the
lightingC. lighting becameD. the lighting became Answer: C – The correct answer is lighting
became. The subject, lighting, and the verb, became, are in the correct order. The verb is in the
past tense, just as is the verb in the main clause, depended on. Option A is not correct; it is not in
the past tense. Option B is not in the past form. Option D is not correct; an article should come
before a noun phrase.One of the characteristics of the construction sector __________ its
marked instability, which is largely determined by economic cycles. A. consists inB. consists ofC.
isD. are 
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one by one, it cannot be more expensive than itself. The other options are not correct.The
planning of infrastructure and capital improvements __________ in the Planning Commission
and ends with the Board of Supervisors. A. beginB. which beginsC. beginsD. are
beginning Answer: C – The correct answer is begins. Planning is a singular object, so a singular
verb is required to complete a correct sentence. Option A is not considered because the verb
begin agrees with a plural object. Option D is not correct because are is plural. Option B leaves
the subject the planning without a verb.You __________ the garden tomorrow morning. It’s
going to rain tonight. A. needn’t waterB. needn’t have wateredC. needed to waterD. didn’t need to 
water Answer: A – The correct answer is needn’t water. The phrase needn’t need or don’t need
to gives permission to someone not to do something in the immediate future. The other options
are not correct.Before electrical __________ widely used, city and country dwellers depended
on candles as a source of artificial light in dark environments. A. lighting becomesB. became the
lightingC. lighting becameD. the lighting became Answer: C – The correct answer is lighting
became. The subject, lighting, and the verb, became, are in the correct order. The verb is in the
past tense, just as is the verb in the main clause, depended on. Option A is not correct; it is not in
the past tense. Option B is not in the past form. Option D is not correct; an article should come
before a noun phrase.One of the characteristics of the construction sector __________ its
marked instability, which is largely determined by economic cycles. A. consists inB. consists ofC.
isD. are Answer: C – The correct answer is is. The subject of the sentence, one, requires a
singular verb. Consists of is not correct because the sentence does not refer marked instability
as making up the construction sector. Consists of means to be made up of parts.Their son’s first
birthday party started 30 minutes late __________ a late delivery of rented tables and chairs. A.
due toB. becauseC. in spite ofD. regardless of Answer: A – The correct answer is due to. In the
sentence, started is the verb used other than to be. Due to may be used if it can be replaced it
with caused by. The other options are not correct.Weather balloons in the air atmosphere carry
instruments __________. A. that record meteorological information can for weather
applications.B. that can record meteorological information for weather applications.C. where can
they record meteorological information for weather applications.D. where is the meteorological
information for weather applications. Answer: B – The correct answer is that can record
meteorological information for weather applications. The verb can cannot end a sentence except
in a comparison. The word where cannot be followed by a verb, like can and is. Fifty percent of
the pie __________ disappeared. 
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